In December 1968，I collected a number of Chinese moralistic tracts, shann-shu^ in Hong Kong. When I examined them in detail a month later, I noticed that a large number of them were printed from wood-blocks stored in a Hong Kong temple called Tsorng-Shann Tarng. Chinese folk religion temples usually do not have resident clergy or monks (large Buddhist temples will often have resident monks or nuns). They are generally managed by a ''board of directors" that can run from an elaborate hierarchy of several dozen men of standing in the community in a large wealthy temple to a few interested and concerned men in a small neighborhood or village temple. The day to day affairs of the temple are usually handled by a custodian^] (who may often receive a small remuneration for his work) who takes care of everything from sweeping the floor, to writing receipts for contributions, to pre paring the requisite ritual objects for a rite，to interpreting the oracle slips drawn in divination rituals.
1 . Chinese folk religion temples usually do not have resident clergy or monks (large Buddhist temples will often have resident monks or nuns). They are generally managed by a ''board of directors" that can run from an elaborate hierarchy of several dozen men of standing in the community in a large wealthy temple to a few interested and concerned men in a small neighborhood or village temple. The day to day affairs of the temple are usually handled by a custodian^] (who may often receive a small remuneration for his work) who takes care of everything from sweeping the floor, to writing receipts for contributions, to pre paring the requisite ritual objects for a rite，to interpreting the oracle slips drawn in divination rituals.
2. In August 1975，I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Yeh in Hong Kong and visiting his temple. Mr. Yeh moved to Hong Kong from southern Kwangtung Province about thirty years ago. He is retired and lives in a crowded apart ment with his wife, son, daughter-in-law, and grandchildren. He seems very proud of the temple and is a very pious adherent of his religion. The "temple" is actually a crowded one room shrine on the fourth floor of an old building on Victoria Island. The temple is dedicated to (the supreme deity of the pantheon of gods). A room adjacent to the shrine is piled high with stacks of freshly printed shann-shu. Mr. Yeh said they now print all shann-shu by photo-offset or movable type since block printing is too old fashion. Altho most of what he says in the booklet is quite ordinary，and even superficial,I still find it interesting to see how someone of his ex perience in folk religious affairs still insists on squeezing Chinese religion into the traditional "Three Doctrines" [6] explanation. This conception of their religious beliefs is very tenacious among most Chinese (and unfortunately among many foreign students of Chinese folk religion) in spite of numerous contradictions, incongruous practices, deities of peculiar provenance, and so forth. He shows little interest in (and is disdainful of) areas deviating from the traditional explanation, and evades dis cussing religious practices outside of the Three Doctrines framework (see section 2). The Three Doctrines explanation is maintained intact by stretching the category of Dawism to such an extent that it becomes the repository for anything that does not fit the other two more clearly de finable categories.
If we work with a narrower definition of Dawism (even such a definition is not an easy feat given the excessively free use of the term "Dawism" ） we will begin to see many other contributions to Chinese folk religion, for example, from practices that we might tentatively label "nature worship," shamanism, spiritualism, and so forth，including the pervasive cult of the dead in its many forms.
The Three Doctrines explanation is more than just traditional piety, for it reinforces the emotional and intellectual ties to the Great Tradition of Chinese culture and helps maintain the pious belief about the purity and homogeneity of Chinese culture. O f course this is useful for the maintenance of the Chinese cultural tradition， but as students of the folk religion we cannot allow this to detract us from examining the folk religion as it is actually practiced and actually believed. O ur interest must be tuned to the Little Tradition as a legitimate area of study for its own sake and not as a deviation or perversion of the Great Tradition.
It is long overdue for all students of Chinese folk religion to discard all such restricted and unsuitable analytical schemes in their own studies even tho it is still the common explanation among native adherents.
M r. Yeh's responses are quite simple and pious. They are not analytical nor can we reasonably expect them to be, since he is not a scholar looking in from the outside but a lifelong adherent and keeper of a sacred institution. Still his explanations are surprisingly superficial.
It is possible that he is talking down to me as an ignorant foreigner.
However，our previous correspondence was extensive enough that he certainly must have learned that I am familiar with the basic tenets of Chinese folk religion. Judging from my discussions with numerous other temple keepers and from my brief meeting with Mr. Yeh, I suggest that the superficiality of his responses is due to his own limited knowledge.
He is a pious literate m an，but he is not particularly familiar with the details of folk religious practice. The bookishness of many of his responses suggests that he may have had to do some spade work in either dic tionaries or in shann-shu before being able to produce even the superficial remarks in his booklet. He quotes several books but the quotations are short, and therefore easily memorized, or are quite likely quoted in various shann-shu.
For example, in his remarks about spirit-money (section 10) he does not distinguish between the uses of gold (for the deities) and silver (for the ancestors) spirit-money. He only mentions Guan-dih as the most common deity found in shops (section 4 ) ，but neglects to mention the many other patron or guild gods that are found in connection with specific occupations or crafts. In homes (section 5) he does not mention the very important ancestral tablets and altars. Not does he mention (the Goddess of Mercy, of Buddhist origin) that is very commonly found in homes. He records only the H ann Dynasty names of the Gate Gods (section 11)but these names are seldom used nowadays. is usually mis-translated as "Confucianism." This is not correct since the word has nothing to do with Confucius even tho ru is the label attached to the teachings of Confucius, his followers, and those who claimed to be his followers. R u seems to be part of a word family whose root sense is something like "pliable， flexible, bendable." I suggest that the literal sense of Ru-jiaw is something like "Doctrine of the Accommodators" (To avoid the in correct term "Confucianism," I use the non-translation "Ruism" in parallel with Dawism and Buddhism).
During the twelfth century a new form of thought developed on the founda tion of earlier Ruist thought. Its name(s) is usually mis-translated as "NeoConfucianism." However, the Chinese name(s) also has nothing to do with Confucius, nor with "newness， ' (neo-). The early name for this school of thought is Daw-shyue^1^ and means "Study of the Way" (this is not to be confused with Dawism!) ; the later and more common name is Lii-shyuei^ and means "Study of the L ii" (Hi is a complex term having an underlying sense of "internal structure and pattern5 5 and is probably to be understood here in the more abstract sense of "principle" ） . When he was nineteen he cut off his family ties，shaved his head, and went out to seek salvation as a monk. In great misery he cultivated spiritual perfection in the snowy mountains and then attained a great enlightenment. Subsequently he traveled to the four quarters, preaching the D harm a16 for over forty years. He had multitudes of followers and I know not how many of them achieved salvation. When he was eighty years old he attained parinirv anaP^^ The Diam ond "No matter whether one is born from an egg, born from a womb, born 1 1 . The years correspond to 551 and 479 B.C. There is some uncertainty in the months and days (see D K JT 6933. /9 ) . Since there were no such days (of the day-cycle) in the stated months of 551 and 479 B.C., these dates cannot be converted to a ''western'， calendar.
12. I cannot identify the "five customs. 
Folk Religion
Folk religion for the most part takes Ruism, Buddhism, and Dawism as its basis. Altho there are a myriad religions in the world，none can measure up to these three.
In Chinese Temples
In Chinese temples we offer sacrifices to the Former Worthies, the Former Sages，Loyal Ministers, and Meritorious Gentlemen. We regard the deity of the main shrine in the temple as the presider of the temple.
Standing below and to the sides of the deity on the left and right will be two great generals，or sometimes four, etc. I think the great gods in the temples were surely people who, during their lifetimes, performed enduring acts of merit on behalf of the country and the people. After they were gone they received the commendation of High Heaven and were installed as sages or as gods, so that everywhere their glory will be 25. Referring to those who have sought immortality thru numerous means such as alchemy, yoga, breath control, "nourishing life" (see note 23)， etc. The term shiarA^ is frequently translated "immortal" or "fairy" but I am not partial to these usages.
26. This is the title of the narrator of the Tay manifest.27 Therefore people erect temples, and set out fragrant fires and overflowing offering vessels. Then they offer up sacrifices to commemo rate their illustrious purity for a thousand autumns，and to their eternal remembrance, for they will surely be worthy of people of later ages exalting their virtues and requiting their merit!
In Stores and Shops
Since stores and shops are places where merchandise is sold, the common practice is to venerate the images of the deities. The most common deity is The Sagely Theocrat-Prince G uan28[62] (a loyal minister of the H ann Dynasty) since we look up to and admire his loyalty，pro priety, humaneness, and bravery, and the tremendous spirit and con stancy that he exhibited during his lifetime. This means that on the one hand we regard him as a model of hum an life. O n the other hand we see his ability to suppress evil demons thru his righteous spirit as a means of protection for people and prosperity for business.
In Homes
In homes we make offerings to the great deities as the main presiders [of the household]. After that we regard our predecessors of successive ages as their assistants. Every morning and evening we offer up incense and candles. During the winter season we make offerings of pork, chicken, duck, fruit, wine, etc.，and perform worship to display our sincerity and respect so that we do not forget the W ay of "the roots of our 27. It actually seems that most of the Chinese folk religion deities originated as people who "died improperly," that is, either too young, or unmarried, or without children, or were executed, or died violently, etc. Their deification seems to be a way of working off the pollution of improper death by aiding the living, rather than as a reward for an especially virtuous life. For interesting theories con cerning the origins of folk religion deities, see Philip C. Baity, Religion in a Chinese Town, Taipei: Orient Cultural Service, 1975，pp. 238-269, and C. Stevan Harrell, "When a Ghost Becomes a God,5 5 in Religion and R itual in Chinese Society, ed. Arthur P. Wolf, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1974， pp. 193 206. 28. This refers to Guan Y e u^l who died in the third century A.D. Foreigners commonly call him the God of War. This is very misleading since he is not a Mars-type deity. The emphasis in his veneration is on the more admirable aspects of the martial calling: loyalty, trustworthiness, integrity, intelligence, bravery, as well as prowess in arms. He should more appropriately be called the God of the Martial Virtues. His reputation for trustworthiness (as a protector of agreements and contracts) may be the reason he is venerated by many shop keepers. Note that his interest in history and literature (he is frequently depicted reading a copy of the Spring and Autumn Annals) has led many Chinese scholars to regard him as a God of Literature.
trees and the springs of our rivers"29 and thereby exhaust the Heavenly appointed callings of our descendants.
[New] Year Pictures^65]
[New] Year pictures signify the New Year season. Whatever is hung or pasted up anywhere must absolutely display good sentiments. There is nothing else to it.
Pictures of Gods
Over four thousand years have past since the beginning of China. expel ghosts and gods, they use cinnabar ink to write an inscription and then fold it up into the form of a document. These are also commonly called charms. This word also refers to bamboo [strips] with inscriptions written at the top. They are then split into two parts which can be rejoined into a single [strip] . Each person will retain one part and 29. Alluding to Tzuoo ju a n n ,^^ Jau 9 (Chun-chiou jing-juann jyt-jtee, 22.6a， SBBY edition) ; James Legge, The C h ， u n T s ， ew with the Tso Chuen, reprint Taipei, 1963， p. 625. 30. Referring to an ancient Chinese cosmogony that the world originated in an undifferentiated Chaos which then turned into order (Cosmos). 3 1 . This paragraph seems to be the result of miscommunication between myself and Mr. Yeh.
32. Specialists in arcane arts.
when the parts are joined they are regarded as verifications of identity.33
Sometimes they were made of gold or jade. We also use charms and prognostications along with incantation-water34 to cure disease.
Spirit-Money
Spirit-money[71] is also called thin [leaves] .t72] In general it is some thing made of precious metal pounded into extremely thin strips. This is commonly referred to as spirit-money, for example, gold spirit-money or silver spirit-money. In the temples of the gods or in houses it is offered up to our ancestors, etc. The gold paper and silver paper that is con sumed in the fire is also commonly referred to as "gold and silver p a p e r . 33. This ancient use of fw u^^ as identification tallies is well known from old texts.
34. Water that has been sanctified and imbued with numinous power thru the use of incantations.
35. The term "spirit-money" refers to a large variety of paper sheets which are used for specific purposes: some types are offered only to the deities, some only to ancestors, some for specific rituals or functions, etc. Many kinds of spirit-money have a small piece of very thin foil (the specific meaning of [71] is 'foil， ） pasted in the center, however I doubt that the foil is ever made of real gold or silver.
36. A record of common customs compiled about 175 A.D. The quotation is a paraphrase from jiuann 8，page 62 (Fong~swu tong-yih tong-jean. Peiping: Centre franco-chinois d， etudes sinologiques， index no. 3， 1943).
37. This refers to the day coinciding with the third shizd" ] day of the daycycle after the winter solstice (this day varies from year to year). Some sources explain it as the eighth day of the twelfth moon (see D K JT 30009.0.1 and .14.1).
38. Mr. Yeh's note. 1952， pp. 32-38; and Joseph Needham， Science and Civilisation in China, Cambridge， England: Cambridge University Press, 1959， v o l . 3, pp. 390-408. 44. These are divisions of the year according to the rotation of the earth around the sun (i.e.，a solar calendar). The duration of a nodal period is fifteen to sixteen days.
Chinese farmers plow and plant according to these twenty-four nodes45 and always rely on the nodes as their norm. If not, then it will be extremely difficult to obtain good results from their plowing and weed ing.46 Therefore altho the myriad creatures depend on men for their growth, still they need the "breath" of Heaven and Earth-with mutual needs and mutual harmony they will come to fruition. They can in no way separate themselves from the "breath" of the Y in and Yang47 of Heaven and Earth and solely rely on a single side. No matter how good their seeds a r e ，i t will all be to no avail. The Canon of C h a n g e s^ says:
"The unity of Y in and the unity of Yang is called the Way."48 There fore the myriad creatures cannot be separated from the Y in and Yang.
If they are separated from the Y in and Yang then they cannot live and grow!
Tiger Heads49
As regards this question，it is probably from something you have seen in streets and alleys where women and children are burning paper with pictures of tiger heads，paper [spirit-] currency，gold spirit-money, silver spirit-money, etc. These practices to disperse calamity and relieve danger are mostly done on the starting days of "inception of spring" and 45. This is correct since the occurrence of a node will vary, at most, one day from year to year. The lunar calendar (which many Chinese still incorrectly insist on calling the "agricultural calendar" [87] ) is a ritual and religious calendar. It is useless for agriculture since the occurrence of any given day, for example New Year Day, will vary from ten to thirty days per year in relation to the solar calendar (the sun makes things grow, not the moon! 49. This refers to paper prints and wood engravings of a tiger with a seven-starred sword in its mouth and an "Eight Trigrams" [89] symbol on its forehead. I have never been able to get clear information about the meaning and/or use of this image. The usual explanation is simply that it keeps evil in fluences away. The use of the tiger head may possibly be derived from the ancient custom mentioned in Feng-swu tong-yih (jiuann 8，page 62; see note 36 above) where people painted tigers over their doors to ward off evil influences, since the two brothers Shern-twu and Yuh-liuh used to feed evil ghosts to the tigers. The Amitabha Buddha is the prominent buddha of the Pure Land branch of Buddhism. He is not the same as the Sakyamuni Buddha discussed in section 1 , since according to the doctrine he is a buddha of an earlier age. This six syllable invocation is the most common expression of reverence among Bud dhists who follow the Pure Land doctrines, in which it is asserted that salvation can be attained merely by sincerely evoking the name of Amitabha.
"stirring ot insects." Such women and children have been excessively influenced by superstition. This is not correct practice.
O ld friend, every day please chant over and over the Six Syllable watchword of the Buddha. Then your whole heart shall be without confusion and will surely be filled with efficacy. Therefore for every repetition of the Buddha's name you will augment your blessings without limit. Reverently remember the Six Syllables which are (the more often you chant them the more miraculous it will be): 
